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the story of our biology changes too.
During pregnancy we develop instincts,
insights, characteristics, and physical
abilities that unless we have the experience we may never truly understand.
Our senses heighten, we are emotionally sensitive, and our body is accommodating the journey from conception
to birth (and beyond). We, by a series
of dormant instincts and impulses, begin a metaphoric process that includes
(but is not limited to) making antibodies, milk, stretching and toughening
skin, and building and giving us
strength to carry up to 25 pounds or
more in additional body weight from
Good day good people!
muscle, bone and water.
Backstory:
Solutions for Consideration:
HERSTORY! Yes, the story of the
Eve and Lilith’s story, both portray
journey (of life) from her perspective.
a history that presents the nature of
And in truth her-story is being re-writwoman in a less than favorable light.
ten by all flavors of women as they
Eve is marked with disobedience and
walk into the power of their voice! As
credited with the fall of man; while
we celebrate Women’s “History” Month Lilith is marked with disobedience beand National Reading Month respective- cause of her stand for equity. Those
ly, truly we find that there is a dybooks were written to provide a somenamic connection between reading and what historic reference of the creation
writing and the influence of both in
story and the role of women, thereafsharing the journey of women through- ter. Herstory might be told slightly difRaeshawn Bumphers, left, and Wendy Ringo are two of several female entrepreneurs out time and in diaspora. That may
ferent from her lens. Herstory might
in the Pink District - East Jefferson/Chalmers district. - Photo by Michelle
seem like an over dramatization of the suggest that Eve was seeking knowlidea of Herstory but I assure you this is edge and Lilith was seeking equity. If
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Although each vie for patrons entering
a message that seekers of knowledge
women are to become don’t we need
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their building, they understand the imporcan appreciate. Open your minds and
knowledge (new information to do so)?
"Pink isn't just a color. It's an attitude
tance of engaging in healthy competition.
remove the judgment and walk this
If women are to become, shouldn’t we
too."
“Within the Pink Light District we discuss
path of thought with me….
have equity? Ultimately when we take
An attitude of empowerment and collabo- individual and collective goals to support the
Intention of Action:
knowledge on our journey of life we
ration dominates the corridor along the Jefbusinesses within our region and enhance the
History has long since validated the
create equity in our lives.
ferson and Chalmers, prompting female
greater community that we are a part of. We importance of motherhood in the jourThis message is to encourage the
entrepreneurs in the area to affectionately
don’t compete we collaborate and celeney of life. Motherhood and the charcelebration of women--- who we are,
dub it the “pink light district”.
brate,” Ringo said. “We have no time for
acteristics that accompany it have
what we contribute, and is a platform
Several women operate a variety of busitrivial gossip and pointless conjecture. We
been clearly understood since biblical
for a story that is being re-written as
nesses in the area. An office complex at
have work to do. We champion collaborative
Eve gave birth to her sons. Herstory
we discover and uncover the roots of
14405 E Jefferson Ave, Detroit, MI 48215 is
efforts and applaud all victories! A win for
(and in some Jewish lore) suggests that our beliefs, systems, and judgments.
home to three such owners: Pink Poodle
one, is a win for all!”
there was another creation story; a
Herstory celebrates the accomplishDress Lounge, Sugah Please Coffee House and
While March is Women’s History Month,
first wife Lilith. But then history, dements of women who have changed
Busted Bra.
the public is encouraged to patronize wompending on the writer, has distorted
narratives to improve relationships,
The three women have defied myths that
en-owned businesses year round.
many truths and presented the story
communities, cultures and humanity.
say ladies can’t work together without expe“Women wear multiple hats being wives,
from a patriarchal and sometimes fear- Let us celebrate those who have reriencing conflict. Instead, they’ve formed a
mothers, caregivers, corporate professionals, blame based perspective (hence Eve
written the story for equitable ad“new girls” club that lives up to the motto,
community leaders, all in addition to being
and Lilith). But if you don’t read, you
vances and to rebuild positive
“Women Helping and Supporting Other Wom- entrepreneurs. As such, it is worth noting
may never know truth for yourself or
relationships between men and women”.
that female entrepreneurs work extremely
have the desire to question what we
en--- restoring trust and removing
hard to bring their customers the very best
have been told. Herstory is an attempt fears. Where is she who deserves to be
“I vision of building a legacy that requires
that they have to offer. With that being said, to celebrate the nurturing nature of
celebrated? She is reading and writing,
me to collaborate with women that carries
the public should strongly consider supportmotherhood and pair it with the jourliving and learning, looking and considthe same mindset,” Raehawn Bumphers,
ing the time, dedication and commitment
ney of being and becoming a woman
ering, building and destroying, changowner of the Pink Poodle, that specializes in
that all female entrepreneurs have elect to
through
our
lens.
When
we
ask
the
ing and growing and making the world
offers bridal gowns and accessories for the
put forth and share with their communities,” question which came first – Woman or
better because she has lived.
entire bridal party and custom tailored suits
Ringo added.
mother
-depending
on
your
preferred
Personal Change Coach Heather Hetfor grooms and groomsmen, said. “I had colBumpers agreed and added, “The public
creation story, woman preceded moth- heru is a facilitator and author of
laborated with many to learn who I can conshould support female entrepreneurs to
er. A woman has to evolve to become
“lesson for the journey” books
tinue the engagement. Moving into our
change the mind-set of society and financial
something
new.
When
we
become
a
(Amazon), view YouTube videos, and/
new location at Jefferson and Chalmers, I am
lenders. Our young girls need to see that
mother we definitely become that
or My Secret Chamber podcasts. Visit
fortunate to be in the middle of two extraorthey can pursue their passion and apply their something new!
us at yourinspiredjourney.com or reach
dinary women business owners with the same
talent building a legacy of their own.”
Not only does the story of our jourout to heather2hetheru@gmail.com.
mindset. I look forward to continue building
And, for women afraid or reluctant to pur- ney change from woman to mother but
a network with these ladies in an effort to
sue their dream of
bring more attention to Jefferson and Chalmentrepreneurship,
ers.”
Bumpers offers
Like men, women face challenges in runwords of encourning a business but collaboration is key to
agement.
overcoming them.
“I advise an
“Business lending and financing has been
aspiring
my biggest challenge to date. I have benefemale entrepren
fited from programming and funding that has eur to never give
been earmarked to support women,” Wendy
up on her vision
Ringo, owner of Sugah Please, said. “With
and goals. It may
the support of entities such as Michigan
not happen when
Women Forward, I have been able to success- you want it to hapfully secure the much needed funding to
pen, but it will.
start my business. Also, the Motor City Match
There is no progprogram awarded me a grant, which further
ress without strugassisted me in reaching my fiscal operational gle.
goals.”
Continue working
Bumphers is optimistic about the future of on your goal everyfemale entrepreneurs.
day as you have
“I do not believe it's hard for women to
been working the
own and operate a business. We have been
9-5 job. You have
hidden in the background of Fortune 500 Cor- greatness within
porations and large organizations for years.
you along with edA lot of us learned that we can start our own ucation and expebusinesses as we been successfully running
rience to make
others,” she said.
magic happen.”

